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What is
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Where do
you fit in?

The Libertaria
Movement

Titania is Libertaria’s unique operating system, bringing

Universal: TitaniaOS brings true decentralization to

Libertaria is creating technology for a decentralized world.

blockchain, cryptocurrency and decentralized apps to

everyone, everywhere.

Our cutting-edge software and hardware allow people to
connect and transact directly, safely and privately while

everyone. No centralized servers, no censorship and noone harvesting your data.

Simple: Join the Libertaria decentralized network in just

keeping full control of their data. We’re developing tools to

a few clicks.

connect communities and create local economies, providing an alternative for people seeking a fairer, more decen-

Specially optimized for lower power devices and
even smartphones, Titania is creating the first global

Secure: Virtualized environment protects against hacks

decentralized network truly accessible to everyone. The

and human error.

tralized, freer world.

users themselves help support the
network, getting rewarded for providing storage and other
functions.
The Titania Box is your gateway to the free, private,

Resource Efficient: Works anywhere, letting you
repurpose old, unwanted or low-power devices.
Flexible: Crypto and decentralized apps on your

Libertaria is the only project building the whole decentral-

computer, smartphone or TV.

ization stack. Everything from our innovative Mercury peer-

decentralized internet. Fully secure, yet simple
enough for anyone to set up in under ten minutes. Simply

to-peer network, communications and dApps layer to Hy-

plug it into your router, follow the short instructions and

dra, a new type of blockchain protocol. Our TitaniaOS gives

you’ll be connected right away.

everyone easy access to a plug-and-play network node for
safe and private access to the network.
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Libertaria is open source and free for everyone to use. We
particularly invite like-minded projects to use our protocols
and techstack and develop new dApps for TitaniaOS.
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and where you fit in.

What is
Hydra?

Where do
you fit in?

The Libertaria
Movement

Hydra is a new approach to blockchain: a federated

Create your own blockchain: Use Hydra’s Genesis

Libertaria is creating technology for a decentralized world.

network of distinct blockchains all secured by a parent

templates to create your own blockchain in just a few

Our cutting-edge software and hardware allow people to

chain. Communities can set up their own economies and

clicks.

connect and transact directly, safely and privately while
keeping full control of their data. We’re developing tools to

tokens on their own blockchain, all in a few mouse clicks.
The parent chain secures all the child chains, combining

Create your own token: Create your own cryptocurrency,

connect communities and create local economies, provid-

the power of all the nodes in the network. The parent chain

secured with the consensus protocol of your choice.

ing an alternative for people seeking a fairer, more decentralized, freer world.

can also be used to exchange value between different child
chains in atomic swaps, but because these child chains
represent local economies, most transactions stay on the

Create

your

own

community:

Hydra

provides

governance, voting, smart contracts and more.

individual chains.
Fully scalable: Hydra scales globally while keeping most
Now any community can have run their own blockchain,

data and services local.
Libertaria is the only project building the whole decentral-

getting all the efficiency benefits of keeping things local,
while keeping the security and stability of a global system.

Fully secure: Written in Rust to prevent memory and

ization stack. Everything from our innovative Mercury peer-

overflow issues.

to-peer network, communications and dApps layer to Hydra, a new type of blockchain protocol. Our TitaniaOS gives
everyone easy access to a plug-and-play network node for
safe and private access to the network.
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Libertaria is open source and free for everyone to use. We
particularly invite like-minded projects to use our protocols
and techstack and develop new dApps for TitaniaOS.
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and where you fit in.

What is
Mercury?
Mercury

is

a

revolutionary

Where do
you fit in?
person-to-person

True P2P: Connect with anyone, anywhere with no

Libertaria is creating technology for a decentralized world.

middlemen or censorship.

Our cutting-edge software and hardware allow people to

communications protocol that provides true decentralized

connect and transact directly, safely and privately while

messaging, social networking and peer-to-peer business
and apps with no middlemen.

The Libertaria
Movement

Optimized: Unlike other peer-to-peer systems, Mercury

keeping full control of their data. We’re developing tools to

minimizes connections for use on smart devices.

connect communities and create local economies, providing an alternative for people seeking a fairer, more decen-

Reclaim your digital privacy by deciding exactly which
data to share, with whom. Best of all, you can revoke this

No central servers: Fully decentralized connection,

access at any time. Mercury’s profile system replicates and

search, messaging and storage.

tralized, freer world.

improves on social media functionality. Our location-based
network establishes true P2P communication with minimal

True dApps: Fully decentralized apps designed with

resources, so it can even run on your phone.
Mercury paves the way for decentralized apps where

users as the target, not the product.
Easy-to-use: The Layered architecture provides simple,

Libertaria is the only project building the whole decentral-

intuitive app development.

ization stack. Everything from our innovative Mercury peer-

people are the target, not the product.

to-peer network, communications and dApps layer to Hydra, a new type of blockchain protocol. Our TitaniaOS gives
everyone easy access to a plug-and-play network node for
safe and private access to the network.
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Libertaria is open source and free for everyone to use. We
particularly invite like-minded projects to use our protocols
and techstack and develop new dApps for TitaniaOS.

